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ETAGET NEWS             December 2019  

 

 
 
Warranty inspection 
The review has now been completed and the report compiled. In January, starting 
week 3, remediation of inspection remarks will start. The work is expected to be 
completed during week 4, 2020. 
 
The work will only take place during the day, 08.00-16.30, weekdays. It is 
important that everyone makes sure to put the apartment lock in service mode if 
you will not be attending. More information will be sent by Forstena shortly. 
 
Garage 
From January 2020, the fee for parking spaces will be increased by 1 percent in 
accordance with what is stated in the leases. 
 
We have started a project around charging points in the garage. We will get backa 
as soon as there is more information about this. 
 
If you have a garage space - remember that the place should only be used for 1 car 
and possibly a bicycle (if it can fit within the square). If you also need space for the 
MC, it should be rented separately. 
 
Hawaii Poké 
The restaurant will soon be closed for remodeling. They plan to rebuild for more 
seatings and plan to stay closed for four months. 
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Fabege 
Fabege has announced further delays with the passage and we have no date 
except that the opening will be soon, hopefully before Christmas. 
 
We have had a dialogue with Fabege about the lighting on the roof after  
complaints about the brightness. They will lower the brightness from next week. 
 
Ownit 
From next year, the agreement with Ownit will be more advantageous for our 
members and residents of the association. The speed will be increased to 700-
1000 Mbit /s and the basic package will be increased so that you who have 
expanded your package-deal should not have to pay as much. More information 
will follow. 
 
Found helmet and deck chairs in storage 
A moped/ski/bicycle helmet has been found in connection with a burglary in the 
basement storage a while ago. It can be returned upon description. Contact any 
member of the board. 
 
Someone seems to have forgotten a couple of floral loungers in the storage room 
on floor 0 of house no. 62. Please take care of these as we do not want to gather 
rubbish in public areas as it can become a fire hazard. 
 
”Glögg” Mingle 
On December 16, it is time again for ”glögg” (mulled wine) in the kitchen on floor 
12. Everyone is welcome from 19.00. 
 

 
 

Etaget in December 
 

Tor, Janne, Jaqueline, Fredrik and Claes 
The Board 

 


